ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

60
Antimicrobial resistance is a serious threat to global public health that needs attention from 61 many sectors. In India, nearly 58,319 infants die each year, which is attributable to antimicrobial 62 resistant infections, and it is estimated that 25,000 people die a year in Europe from antimicrobial 63 resistance to bacteria (Laxminarayan et al. 2013) . Some experts estimate that by 2050 antimicrobial 
71
The use of the same antimicrobials in humans and animals poses a global concern about the 72 transmission of the same resistant bacteria from animals to humans. One of the antimicrobial agents 73 that are used in animals and humans is colistin sulfate. The discovery of the same colistin resistant 74 E. coli in the isolates from animals which are also found in humans further reinforces the possibility 75 of transfer of resistant E. coli colistin from animals to humans (Olaitan et al. 2015) .
76
Colistin sulfate is a polymyxin antibiotic that was discovered in 1949, but since the 1980's 77 the usage of colistin sulfate in humans has diminished because of its significant nephrotoxicity and goat, sheep, rabbits, and poultry (Catry et al. 2015) . According to Fard (2004) reproducibility, robustness, and ease compared to the broth dilution methods for colistin 169 susceptibility testing.
170
To distinguish between normal and pathogenic E. coli isolates, all samples were tested using 171 congo-red test (Berkhoff & Vinal 1986 isolates from flock level to restaurant level was 493 (Table 1) . than 32 µg/mL (Table 2) . Congo-red test was performed simultaneously with the susceptibility test.
209
The results of the tests indicated that 15 isolates (3.04%) were considered colistin resistant and 210 pathogenic (Table 3) . than that in a previous study by Devendec (2016) .
232
The prevalence of colistin resistant E. coli isolated from the inside of pluckers was 9.52% (Table 3) .
243
Only 12 out of 70 cooked meat samples contained E. coli, with a possibility that they were 244 exposed to E. coli from the environment after the cooking process. 
10
All colistin resistant E. coli isolates were then tested using PCR to detect the presence of the at temperatures below 100 C and according to Karni et al. (2013) , at 130 C, DNA begins 324 degradation and completely degraded at 190 C under dry condition.
12
The direct correlation between the use of colistin sulfate and the presence of a resistant gene 326 is not easy to determine as this study only involved flock samples taken near the harvest time.
327
However, we continue to suggest reducing the use of colistin sulfate as prophylaxis at farm level 
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